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Summary
Humans, especially the crews have an important role in the safe operation of ships. The crews,
given the right circumstances are able to safely maneuver, navigate, maintain and operate the
vessel. The crews are dependent on many factors that enable this work, from the design of the
vessel and work place, the procedures, processes given by the ship management and the
business approach the ship owner applies to the vessel.
The traffic to and from Åland is an advanced transport system that enables safe ferry services
in shipping fairways with narrow passages, meeting and crossing traffic as well as winter
navigation - a shipping system combining people and technology to create safe transport.
The introduction of more automation requires a systems perspective and will not be a straight
forward development. Total autonomy as proposed by some technology developers is often
neglecting the functions and roles that humans have on maritime safety and the business case
for increased automation neglects the full contribution of humans onboard. Total autonomy
will therefore require high-end products that are built on standardized complex systems.
Controlling and monitoring these systems will set new requirements on operators to uphold
situated understanding in these complex systems.
Many aspects will be affected by increased automation towards smart shipping - regulations,
organization, workplace, working methods, HMI, roles and skills. To cope with the foreseen
changes it is important to develop further training, skills, experience, openness in the
organization and familiarization giving the future crews the right pre-conditions to succeed in
the future, as well as mindful design and integration of newly automated systems
In the future, the ISM code will likely have to change to improve the interaction between land
organisations and crews in order to facilitate better integration of split responsibilities and split
physical locations by the management system which in the long run allows for an increased
land-based monitoring and control of vessels’ systems and move certain tasks to shore to lower
workload onboard, which should be one of the main drivers for automation.
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Introduction to the study
Background
The human role and contribution in the management and operation of ships is large. Many
studies show that the human factor has a share of the causes of accidents, but there are few
studies that focus on all the accidents that are avoided due to of the human factor. Research funds
are now being invested on autonomous vessels and higher degrees of automation in shipping.
Automation is a process that has been going on for a long time, often with arguments for
increased safety and efficiency. But the effects of automating are not always obviously positive.
When some of the systems are automated, the working conditions of the people still in
attendance change. Such system changes, which should increase safety, can in fact undermine
people's ability to understand the situation and make decisions and thereby weaken safety. To
conclude that the frequency of accidents will be reduced proportionally to the amount of people
removed from the system neglects the importance of the human contribution to maritime safety.
Although Åland's shipping is not free of accidents and incidents like any activity, there is a very
well-functioning safety system in place that works across country and company borders. The
traffic has three main players (Eckerö Lines, Viking Line and Tallink Silja) who operate in
vulnerable waters with ice and dark in the winter months and crowded waters with many leisure
boats in the summer.

Aim and Scope
The main purpose of the study is to analyze the human impact on safe operation and performance
of the vessels travelling regularly around Åland.
The aim of the work is to carry out a systems analysis of the ship traffic in an area to investigate
the impact of humans on the overall system. The work is done through an in-depth risk
identification with action proposals linked to identified risks in which the role of man is clearly
described together with the influence of automation. Thus, an investigation of the human
contribution to safety and common risks in traffic is made and analyzed in relation to possible
automation scenarios.
The analysis includes:
• Literature study and data analysis of ships operating in RoPax traffic, especially around
the islands of Åland
• Description of the operations and the overall system that includes the fairway, the
marine operation and the vessels.
• Accidents and incidents in the fairway (statistics) and how they have been handled
• Risk identification via an RISE internal workshop supported by literature from eg.
SAFEDOR project
• Safety-related risks resulting from operations and risk mitigation measures (humantechnology-related, such as the pilot-copilot system)
• Interviews that show comparisons of how safety work is conducted in Åland's shipping
and how it differs from other similar activities
• A comparison between today's ship traffic and expected automation of ship traffic and
the role that people will play in a more automated system

Method and Project Execution
The methodology is based on the IMO recommended Formal Safety Assessment (FSA)
methodology developed for maritime safety and includes the following five steps:
1. Risk Identification (HAZID)
2. Risk Analysis
RISE Research Institutes of Sweden AB
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3. Risk Control
4. Cost-Benefit-Analysis
5. Recommendations
The implementation will also comply with ISO standards 3100 and 31010 where it is deemed
possible. In an initial step, the surveyed system is described as well as the background, purpose
and delimitation.

Introduction
- Background, Aim,
Delimitations, Methods
Climate and environment
- Wind, waves, current, ice

-

Simulations and models
Advantages and disadvantages
with different alternatives

Risk identication (HAZID)
- Background, Aim,
Delimitations, Methods

Fairway
- Design, Basic alternative
vs measures, boundaries,
restrictions

Sea traffic
- Statistics regarding traffic
and accidents

Risk assessment
- Qualitative and
quantitative approaches

Probability of an event
- Frequency of en
occurence, judgment

Consequences of an event
- Life and health, environment,
assets, functions

Risk evaluation
- Combination of risk, risk
levels, acceptance criteria

Risk reducing measures
- Frequency reducing and
consequence reducing
Cost-benefit analysis

Result and uncertainty assessment,
Recommendations for decisionmaking
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The risk analysis step comprises a qualitative analysis of the probabilities and consequences of
the identified hazards. The interviews support all parts of the study to ensure the quality and
relevance of the subtlety. Therefore, it was extremely important to have direct contact to the
Swedish Shipowner associations member companies and their land and ship crews.

Delimitations and Uncertainties
The study is focused on the traffic to and from Åland. Conclusions drawn may be specific for
that area of operations and not applicable for the whole industry. Specific characteristics of ferry
and cruise traffic might be based on other drivers than for the rest of the shipping industry.
Automation as it has evolved in other industries and within shipping is based on the historic
development and future trends might imply a different chain of development. The study is based
on expert judgment which per se implies uncertainties and misjudgments. Nevertheless, these
are deemed to not impact the conclusions.
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The traffic system around Åland
The area used in this study comprises the waters around the islands of Åland including the
archipelagos of Finland towards Turku/ Åbo and in Sweden towards Stockholm. The focus is on
the international passenger traffic in the area, served by mainly four shipping lines, Eckerö
Lines/ Birka, Viking Lines, Finnlines and TallinkSilja. The ports regularly called are
Mariehamn, Eckerö and Langnäs/Lumparland on Åland, Turku and Helsinki in Finland,
Stockholm (Kapellskär, Stadsgårdkajen and Värtahamnen) and Grisslehamn in Sweden, as well
as Tallinn in Estonia.

Figure 1: Sea area focussed on in this study [eniro.se]

The Ports
Many of the ports that are called have a limited fairway to and from with limited space.
Mariehamn, Eckerö and Långnäs are dominated by the passenger ferries. About 10-20 cruise
vessels visit the port each year (Venho, 2017). The number of ship calls are about 9 200 per year
to Åland, of which the majority goes to Mariehamn (~5 000), ~1000 to Eckerö and the remaining
3200 to Långnäs (Åkerberg, Häggblom, & Lindqvist, 2017). In total, a bit more than 2 million
passengers arrive to the islands and almost 10 million pass the islands on their cruises with the
ferries between Sweden, Finland and Estonia. (ÅSUB, 2018)
The ports of Stockholm have around 8,5 million passengers each year, Kapellskär and
Grisslehamn about 1 million each. (Vikman, 2017) The port calls to and from Åland and Finland
are distributed as shown in the table below:
(Vikman, 2017)
Tours from/ to Finland

Incoming

Passengers

Outgoing

Passengers

5 771

4 370 000

5670

4 372 000

Grisslehamn - Eckerö

959

485 000

959

487 000

Kapellskär - Mariehamn

782

329 000

782

350 000

Kapellskär - Nådendal

756

65 000

756

84 000
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Incoming

Passengers

Outgoing

Passengers

Stockholm – Helsinki

781

1 222 000

703

1 106 000

Stockholm – Mariehamn

690

842 000

690

892 000

Stockholm – Åbo/Turku

1 413

1 332 000

1 413

1 353 000

Tours from/ to Estonia

848

495 000

929

567 000

Tours from/ to Latvia

653

370 000

655

352 000

Table 1: Traffic from Swedish ports to and from Finland, Finnish ports, Estonia and Latvia

The fairways
The fairways between Finland and Sweden have varying characteristics. The archipelagos
between Turku and Åland include many small passages and turns in the fairway. At the same
time the water depths are rather low which influences the maneuvering characteristics of the
vessels.
Between Åland and Sweden there is the sea of Åland with a lot of open water passages and
crossing traffic from Northern Finland and Sweden to the Baltic Sea. In the remaining part
towards Stockholm, there are long stretches in the archipelago with narrow passages, but with
more water under the keel.
The parts in the archipelagos are partly restricted by speed limits in order to reduce the resulting
swell of the vessels. There is the VTS Stockholm in Sweden and on the Finnish side
(Archipelago VTS) intended to support safe navigation. Most of the fairways require pilot or
pilot exemptions.
The weather in the area is not exceptional compared to other parts in the Baltic, but due to the
narrow passages it puts special demands on route planning and navigation. In the winter time
parts of the routes are typically covered by sea ice, where State icebreakers support with breaking
up the ice in the fairways.

Figure 2: Fairway detail in the archipelago of Åland [eniro.se]
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The surrounding conditions are characterised by the archipelagos, the open sea, many turns, high
density traffic, many meeting vessels, leisure boats, ice, housing close to the fairway,
recreational areas and nature reserves.

The vessels
The ferries operated in the area consist mainly of older vessels. Due to the ice conditions, the
vessels are typically ice classed to at least class 1A.
Ship Name

Type

Year

Length

Passengers

Lanemeters

Route

Type of
transport

Ship
owner

Eckerö

Cruise
ferry

1979

121

1 630

525

GrisslehamnEckerö

overnight
cruise

Eckerö
Line

Birka

Cruise
ferry

2004

177

1 800

-

StockholmMariehamn

overnight
cruise

Eckerö
Line

Amorella

Cruise
ferry

1988

169

2 480

900

Åbo-ÅlandStockholm

overnight
cruise

Viking
Line

Viking
Cinderella

Cruise
ferry

1989

191

2 560

760

StockholmMariehamn

overnight
cruise

Viking
Line

Gabriella

Cruise
ferry

1992

171

2 400

900

HelsinkiMariehamnStockholm

overnight
cruise

Viking
Line

Viking
Grace

Cruise
ferry

2013

218

2 800

1 275

Åbo-ÅlandStockholm

overnight
cruise

Viking
Line

Mariella

Cruise
ferry

1985

177

2 500

980

HelsinkiMariehamnStockholm

overnight
cruise

Viking
Line

Rosella

Cruise
ferry

1980

136

1 530

720

MariehamnKapellskär

overnight
cruise

Viking
Line

Baltic
Queen

Cruise
ferry

2009

212

2800

1130

SwedenEstonia

overnight
cruise

TallinkSilja

Victoria I

Cruise
ferry

2004

193

2500

1030

SwedenEstonia

overnight
cruise

TallinkSilja

Regal Star

Ro-ro
cargo
vessel

1999

157

80

2087

SwedenEstonia

cargo
transportation

TallinkSilja

Silja
Symphony

Cruise
ferry

1991

203

2852

950

FinlandSweden

overnight
cruise

TallinkSilja

Silja
Serenade

Cruise
ferry

1990

203

2852

950

FinlandSweden

overnight
cruise

TallinkSilja

Galaxy

Cruise
ferry

2006

212

2800

1130

FinlandSweden

overnight
cruise

TallinkSilja

Baltic
Princess

Cruise
ferry

2008

212

2800

1130

FinlandSweden

overnight
cruise

TallinkSilja

Romantika

Cruise
ferry

2002

193

2500

1030

SwedenLatvia

overnight
cruise

TallinkSilja

Isabelle

Cruise
ferry

1989

171

2480

850

SwedenLatvia

overnight
cruise

TallinkSilja

Finnswan

RoPax

2007

219

554

4 215

Naantali–
Långnäs–
Kapellskär
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Traffic density and other traffic
Other traffic in the area sailing on the same fairways or crossing the fairways are cruise vessels
especially to Stockholm, crossing road ferries in Finland, Åland and Sweden, smaller passenger
vessels to the islands in the archipelagos for mainly tourists, tankers to and from Stockholm,
some RoRo traffic in north south-direction outside Turku and the crossing traffic to and from
the Baltic Bothnian Sea and the Gulf of Bothnia. During summer time many leisure boats are
present in the whole area. A plot based on historical AIS data from 2015 is shown in the figure
below.

Figure 3: Traffic pattern in the area, yellow: ferries, purple: RoRo, blue: General cargo [kystverket.no]

Looking at traffic density, there is a seasonality, i.e. an increase of traffic in the summer time,
both for the ferries and especially cruise vessels. During winter time, traffic is partly restricted
to ice-going vessels which can have an impact on the number of vessels visiting the area. Traffic
density is shown in Figure 4 below. The passage lines which were used to count the number of
passages of different ship types are marked in the map.
Passenger Cargo

# Line 1 - Gräsö S - Finnbo
# Line 2 - Signilsskär
# Line 3 - Inre Håkansskär
# Line 4 - Äspholm
# Line 5 - Berghamn
# Line 6 - Airismaa

-

Tanker

10 777

1 755

1 883

3

10 196

149

1

27

4 052

155

33

4 669

648

106

4 015

1 512

703

6

2
5
4

Figure 4: Traffic density in the area on the main routes based on data for January to May 2018. [based
3
on RISE internal data]. It becomes visible how limited the fairways are in certain parts by the narrow
passages in the plot

The crews
The crews of the Åland based ship-owners consist of many senior ranked personnel that on the
highest ranks on the bridge all fulfil the captain’s rank requirements although working on lower
RISE Research Institutes of Sweden AB
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positions. During the HAZID it was stated that there is little personnel turnover and that many
of the crews have collected experience under a long period of time, often having worked for
more than 20 or 30 years on the vessels. Similarly, the transferring of personnel from one ship
to another within the same shipping company is limited. When this is done it is regulated in the
BRM. (HAZID participants, 2018)
The Linjelots system that has traditionally been used in the area has been developed and adjusted
over an extended period of time. This system ensures a very good knowledge of the local
circumstances for navigation.

The ship owners
Eckerölinjen/ Birka Cruises operates three vessels of which 2 traffic the area, one from
Grisslehamn to Eckerö, the other one from Mariehamn to Stockholm.
Viking Line operates most of their vessels in the area on different routes.
TallinkSilja operates the most vessels in the area. They sail from Sweden to Finland, Estonia
and Latvia. In 2016 they transported about 9,5 million passengers. (Pant, 2017)
Finnlines operates only one vessel in the area between Finland and Sweden.
The ISM code has been implemented since a long time back and even prior to the legal
requirements relevant procedures and quality procedures were in place. (HAZID participants,
2018)
The ship owners collaborate and interact to an extent in order to adjust time schedules and timing
in congested parts of the fairway. As many of the crews and ship owners live on Åland, the ferry
lines benefit from easy communication between each other and can exchange experience and
support each other in safety work. As much as 12-20% of the employees on Åland work in the
shipping sector. (ÅSUB, 2018)

Accidents statistics and accident frequencies
Accidents and incidents with a certain level of severity need to be reported to the authorities.
These are then often categorised in the process. Typically, this categorisation implies that a clear
root cause was found and that a categorisation is possible, which might not always be the case.
Therefore, these categories might be misleading, leading to simplifications that are not
appropriate. Nevertheless, some information can be derived that is relevant for the study.
The study of old accident data must be done with the knowledge of changes made during the
time span covered by the data on rules & regulations, ship technologies, training and educational
levels, etc.
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Figure 5: Incidents and accidents involving all ship types and sizes in the area

The incidents connected to passenger vessels in the area are percentage wise more affected by
fire incidents, but much less exposed to incidents connected to collisions and groundings.

Figure 6: Incidents and accidents with passenger ships of all sizes in the area
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Causes according to Transportstyrelsens
accident/ incident database
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

All

Pax

Figure 7: Accident causes for the vessels in the area based on Swedish Transport Agency data

Figure 8: Accidents in the Baltic Sea based on HELCOM data, all ship types, years 2000-2013
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Figure 9: Accidents in the Baltic Sea based on HELCOM data, Passenger/ RoRo, years 2000-2013

Earlier studies have identified that the accident frequency, especially the one related to collisions
and groundings is significantly lower for the ferries/ passenger vessels in the region (Nyman, et
al., 2010). This has been confirmed in the study by reviewing the Swedish incident and accident
database (Transportstyrelsen, 2018) and the HELCOM database (HELCOM, 2018).

Safety in shipping
Safety in shipping has improved during the last decades. According to Allianz Safety and
Shipping Review 2018: “Shipping is the lifeblood of the global economy, transporting
approximately 90% of global trade. There are over 50,000 merchant ships trading
internationally, carrying every kind of cargo, so the safety of vessels is critical. The maritime
industry saw the number of total shipping losses remain stable during 2017, declining slightly
to 94 – the second lowest total over the past decade. […] Losses were down 4% compared with
a year earlier (98) – current figures show a significant improvement on the 10-year loss average
(113) – down 17%. Over the past decade, total losses have declined by more than a third (38%),
driven by improved ship design, technology and advances in risk management and safety. Recent
lower shipping activity is also a factor.” (Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty, 2018).
Machinery damage is the top cause of incidents around the globe, accounting for 42% of
casualties, followed by collision (13%) and grounding/ wrecked/stranded (12%). EMSA has
identified a range of (EMSA, 2018) improvement areas for increased safety in shipping based
on the EMSA incident database EMCIP. These are categorised with regards to the vessel and to
occupational health of the crew, which all relate to the humans and crew on the vessels:
1. Training and skills
2. Safety assessment – review
3. Legislation, rules and standards
4. Work / operation methods
5. Maintenance
6. Management factors
7. Tools and hardware (emergency) limited to fire/explosion due to the peak in frequency
for such a SA.
8. Safety assessment – review (Occupational Health)
9. Work / operation methods(Occupational Health)
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The ICS report on Seafarers and digital disruption states (Johns, October 2018):
“The most frequent source of errors and cause for accidents are reported to be human failures.
However, it would be trivial to assume that the human element is about failure. Countless safe
voyages and avoided accidents are due to the positive contribution of humans. Humans on board
enable ships to sail, they are not a problem. It must also be considered that autonomy will never
completely remove “human error” as it will purely be shifting it to other areas such as the shore
based controllers and the hardware and software designers. Some could argue this may result
in a potential increasing likelihood of human error as these people would have considerably
less maritime experience making them potentially more risk prone.
Human capital is better invested to enhance productivity by interpreting data, avoiding
repetitive tasks and reducing the impacts of human error on productivity. Eventually, any
additional level of autonomy needs to make economic sense. Redundancy of permanent crew on
board, additional payload and reduced safety features need to make up for additional technical
equipment and connectivity and for potential costs incurred in modifying or building brand new
vessels.”
Feedback regarding incident investigations by the crew refer to weighty tomes with investigators
assumptions. They rarely go down all the way down to the root causes, as these are hard to
identify and often consist of many factors. Even in these reports it is seldom stated what is going
well.

Relevant rules and regulations
The common rules and regulations for shipping apply to the vessels in the area. The most
important include STCW, SOLAS, MARPOL, ISM, Bridge resource management (incl. Bridge
team management, Engine room management), ColRegs and related nautical rules, ISPS, Port
State rules and the harbour regulations.
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HAZID
A risk identification workshop has been conducted focusing on nautical aspects in the form of a
so-called HAZID, or Hazard Identification, which is the first step in a Formal Safety Assessment
(FSA). FSA is a risk assessment methodology recommended by IMO for maritime-related risk
analyses, and is the method recommended by the Transport Agency and the Swedish Maritime
Administration.
Risk identification aims at creating an overview of possible accident scenarios based on a
description of a given operation. This usually happens by conducting a meeting with all
stakeholders involved having a structured discussion of the various possible risks in the studied
operation. The HAZID was kept simple and focused on certain scenarios as the risks as such are
mainly known and the focus of the study is on the human impact and conditions for human
performance. Based on the HAZID, some additional interviews were held to describe the human
role in the system, which is subsequently analyzed based on various potential automation
strategies.
Based on three different scenarios, a couple of questions were discussed in a structured way:
-

What difficulties are there in your perspective?
How do you meet these currently?
Which strengths does it point towards to? What are the success factors?
How has the task changed over time? Procedure, technology, environment, etc.
What support and which improvements are needed?

The tables derived in the HAZID workshop are attached in the appendix.
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Use cases for functions and impact of humans on marine safety
The study focuses on three use cases. In the HazID exercise, the different scenarios where
discussed in small groups and in the audience with the following main questions:
What difficulties are of the scenario in your perspective? How do you meet these now? What
strength does it point towards? What are the success factors? How has the task changed over
time (Procedure, technology, environment, etc.)? What support and improvements are needed
to develop further?
Scenario 1: Meeting vessels
The first use case discussed was based on a day-to-day operation of meeting ships in the
congested fairway. Fundamentally in this scenario is the situational awareness required and
based on communication internally and externally the subsequent required actions.

Figure 10: Scenario 1 Meeting or crossing vessels with the technical support (black), the main tasks to be
performed (blue), the underlying factors influencing the tasks (in the cloud) and the main personal
involved

Different challenges were identified, ranging from technical to operational, human and external
factors. The success factors identified to the various challenges relate to:
1. Proper planning
The proper planning of maintenance, avoiding maintenance of critical components reducing
redundancy of the systems and ensuring that no failures like black-outs are initiated by
maintenance activities. This requires close communication between engine room and bridge
which basically works as a team.
Proper planning of the various time schedules from the ferries sailing in the region. This allows
the vessels to meet in less congested parts of the fairway due to the timing of the ferries and
minimizes the risk of close-quarter situations to happen.
2. Regular training and competence
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ERM is an essential part of the training. Based on simulator training and based on detailed
exercises onboard, the crew is challenged on a regular basis and there is a constant need to
develop the content of the training and the skills further. The crews underlined the importance
of knowing where to go and what to do in case of emergency and having done the actions
required.
Parts of the crew are overqualified compared to the legal requirements. The navigational officers
have the competence level of the captain which ensures a high level of experience throughout
the working shifts. Typically, the crew members make a career in ranking slowly on the vessel,
which ensure thorough knowledge of the vessels, the crews and the fairways.
Coming new to a vessel is no more the same as in earlier times. Due to the ISM code the new
crew members are introduced based on procedures and it does not happen anymore that people
need to steer or control a vessel without having the required skills, knowing the technical details
and specific designs. This was particularly highlighted in the context of the unique challenges
on each vessel with respect the its systems, which often cannot simply be understood by looking
at drawings or switching diagrams.
3. Organisational changes and adjustments, human interaction
One of the big advantages in the region is the close communication link between crews, as many
live on the same island and important news and changes are communicated easily, even over
company borders. Knowledge of the individuals on the ferries sailing for competing lines is also
an advantage as experience can be exchanged literally with your neighbor.
Most of the crews have worked for a long time on the same vessels or at least for the same ship
owner which results in people knowing each other, relying on each other and knowing the
“fairway culture”. “Fairway culture” can be defined by the written and unwritten rules that are
applied in certain fairways by the crews, VTS personnel and pilots.
There is a short link to the DP and the land organization whenever required. Deviations can be
reported, and measures implemented together. There is quite a level of independence and
responsibility for the day-to-day business but the back-up from shore is there whenever required,
as there is trust and faith in the overall organisation.
The borders between the bridge team and the engine room team are gone and the whole crew
works as a team, so the crews can testify on a change in culture on the bridge. While earlier there
was a drive towards the accomplishments and performance of an individual on the bridge the
crews are now enabled to object, gainsay, reprimand and there is no fear of admitting mistakes.
While there is a clear trend towards this culture, the contributing crew members still admitted
differences from captain to captain, sometimes based on cultural differences.
The BRM system is seen as essential and quite a bit was already in place prior to the introduction
of the ISM code. It is even judged now that the BRM system on the lines is more advanced than
the average BRMs available.
The incident reporting system is a part of the pro-active safety work. It is supported by the
Foresea voluntary reporting system run by the Swedish Shipowners Association. Learning from
each other and transferring the knowledge between organizations contributes to continuous
improvements.
4. Human behavior and performance
There is a knowledge in the crews on how important situational awareness is. The crews need
to remind each other on the risks and situations that could occur regularly to keep up awareness.
This is supported by regular training to ensure that routine work is still done with high situational
awareness.
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The critical passages are known to the crews and meetings with other ships are avoided and
detailed planned if required. Communication internally but even externally is a corner stone, e.g.
to get a visual impression confirmed by others (thinking aloud).
5. Technical development supporting functions and tasks
The performance of the crews has improved by means of technical advancements and
automations. The mentioned techniques include the gyro-stabilised radar, the AIS combined
with the ECDIS. Autopilots are used to a certain level, but the more advanced the autopilot is,
the more it relays on sensors which make it more sensitive to technical failures. Technical
development can also be negative and need to be compensated for. An example mentioned
relates to windows-based radar systems, where the radar is working with a high reliability while
the underlying system fails without warning (freezing screen)
Increased automation in the activation of redundant systems in case of emergency and
compatibility/ interconnection of systems allows a faster response and avoids safety-critical
situations. The importance of knowing these systems and testing them regularly was mentioned.
By all these success factors the best is achieved when it comes to external factors that cannot be
influenced like military vessels hidden in the archipelagoes without AIS, meeting commercial
vessels with small crews and high work load and congested fairways in adverse weather
situations.

Figure 11: Success factors (blue) for the first scenario and challenges (orange)

Scenario 2: Black-out or rudder failure
The scenario is described by a black-out / electric fault or a rudder failure scenario aboard a ship
in a narrow passage involving encountering and crossing traffic. Expected actions include
external and internal communication, measures on the bridge, in the engine room and on deck.
A lot of work is demanded in the aftermath to prevent similar events in the short and long term
(country organization, etc.) so the scenario is expected to involve the land organizations.
When it comes to a black-out situation, the vessels have such a high degree of redundancy, that
these were not seen as critical failures. There was nevertheless an incident earlier of a partial
black-out, were the systems did not react as expected as the black-out was not affecting all
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systems. The emergency steering was affected. Experience from other incidents reported in the
interviews referred to the classical case of many alarms ringing at the same time resulting in a
bad working environment and making decision making more difficult than needed.
As black-out was identified as less safety-critical, the discussions were shifted towards the
rudder failure scenario, as there was a direct impact on the course keeping and positioning in the
fairway.

Figure 12: Scenario 2 Black-out or rudder failure during voyage with the technical support (black), the
main tasks to be performed (blue), the underlying factors influencing the tasks (in the cloud) and the
main personal involved

Difficulties in this scenario related mainly to understanding the sources and causes and the
subsequent effects on safe navigation. To understand what really happens to the rudder, if it is a
failure of the feedback on the steering motor rather than a failure of the rudder or vice versa. The
cause identification requires a manual inspection of the rudder steering and the steering room is
often difficult to reach. To minimize the risk and time needed to get feedback, personal is on the
car deck close to the steering room during the first 30 min and last 30 min of a journey. The
challenges in scenarios like the rudder failure relates to complex situations requiring many
decisions and actions in parallel with people working in noisy environments making
communication more difficult.
Success factors have been summarized by regular training of critical operations (according to
ISM requirements). There is a certain frequency of trainings based on a methodology and
system. The standard exercises are followed up by the DP and the land organization. The weekly
trainings keep up the awareness and procedures support the decision making, but there are still
possibilities to bypass the system if judged required. The long employment and high education
requirements, together with the low turnover in crew members and an exciting workplace result
in motivated crews and provides redundancy in staff.
Over time, the vessels have had the same equipment, not so much development or refitting has
been done, so the hardware is basically the same. Instruments have evolved though, today there
are controls on e.g. electric motors allowing for frequency control making the systems more
sensitive to failures. The general view was that the more automation one has, the more sources
of error there are, and a single small sensor can shut down the entire system.
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As human behavior and mindset change, rules are adjusted, new focus areas arise, and risk
acceptance levels increase. This has impacted the work onboard the ships and the way the crews
collaborate in critical situations like the rudder failure, the acceptance of incidents, the response
time of systems and the acceptance level to frequency of failures.

Figure 13: Success factors (blue) for the second scenario and challenges (orange)

Scenario 3: Fire scenario on deck
The fire scenario on deck is described by the need of the first detect the fire, start the
firefighting and handle a larger number of people involved, including passengers.

Figure 14: Scenario 3 Fire on the RoRo deck with the technical support (black), the main tasks to be
performed (blue), the underlying factors influencing the tasks (in the cloud) and the main personal
involved
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Difficulties connected to the scenario are related to the determination of the magnitude of the
fire, how much does it burn, is dangerous good affected or passenger car? The tight parking on
the deck makes access to the source of fire difficult. There are no clear strategies on how to
distinguish the fire in closed car decks, while on some ships the ventilation system is turned off
to reduce the oxygen inflow, other ships have a strategy to turn them on maximum flow to reduce
the smoke on car deck and ease identification of the origin of the fire. The fires often occur on
arrival/ departure situation where the crew is occupied with various other tasks. A further
challenge is the high workload if an evacuation would be required, as the crew is busy with
firefighting and might be exhausted but still must go strong to take care of safe preparation of
lifeboats.
The most important success factor identified relates to the fast response of the crew. Real fire
alarms are occurring seldom, but due to the skilled and trained organization on board, the
response time is short. This response time is further facilitated by the thermo-cameras and fire
rounds, which makes the vessel independent from external support, as fires are kept small and
extinguished quickly.
While the crew sizes have been reduced a bit, the members are more multi-skilled allowing a
more flexible handling of safety-critical situations and adjust to these complex challenges in a
best possible manner.

Figure 15: Success factors (blue) for the third scenario and challenges (orange)
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Risk Assessment
Risk is defined as a combination of probability and consequences. The identified risks are
assessed and compared by comparing the probability of an accident type and the extent of its
consequences. Probabilities and consequences for each identified accident scenario are based on
the HAZID results, statistical accident scenarios and qualified assessments of relevant experts.
The results are presented in the form of a simplified risk matrix. Action proposals are identified
and ranked based on the effectiveness and feasibility of the measures.
In order to identify specific local conditions and how to handle these, interviews were held with
relevant staff and study visits. RISE employees have interviewed people working in the land
organisation as well as crew members from the ships, for example, the DP (Designated Person)
and command, chief and first mate on board.

The historical development of a “local ISM system”
The HAZID discussions and interviews with relevant competence (Malmberg, 2018-05-14),
[teacher at the nautical school in Mariehamn with long experience as nautical officer in the area]
have shown the rise of a “local ISM system” for shipping in the Åland traffic.
There is a certain local history on specific safety solutions. One example is the “line pilot”
(linjelots), an established system to integrate local fairway knowledge and culture and ensure
application of these on safe navigation. Ensuring the transfer of knowledge to new personnel
(lärlingssystem/ apprenticeship) is crucial in this line pilot system for nautical officers.
Historically, there were quite a few incidents on the routes when new bigger and faster vessels
came in the 60’s and 70’s. These were mainly groundings requiring improvements on how the
people on the bridge were organized, how they interact and how the crews need to be trained.
In this respect when the ISM code finally was established in 1993, a lot of things were already
in place (checklists and procedures). Clearly the pursuit of following up on incidents and
procedures can be seen as the ISM’s impact similar to quality standards as well as the increased
safety awareness.
An example for safety increases based on technology development and systems is the gyrostabilized radar. When the system was introduced it was a challenge for the crews to no more
have head-up picture of the situation, but as time went by the crews got used to it. The technology
contributed to increased safety in shipping and provides in combination with other tools
(ECDIS) a better knowledge and situational awareness on where the vessel is and where it will
end-up.
The ferries and ship-owners today have a distinct plan for incidents, as the traffic and
surroundings require a structured approach with crowded fairways and small physical margins.
So by the excellence of the crews, collaboration between the ship-owners and as the shipping
companies (inspectors and employees) are living close to each other, the people involved know
each other, talk with each other, and challenges and solutions come up by the interaction,
providing a kind of local informal ISM.

Automation - Why, when and how?
Typically, automation is introduced when it is deemed cost efficient and safer than the humanbased filling of functions and roles. Deciding on which functions (roles, tasks, jobs) of a human–
machine system should be allocated to the human and which to the machine (today often a
computer supported system) is one of the most essential activities within human factors research,
starting in 1951 with the Fitts list that marked the beginning of function allocation. However,
Fitts lists and their applicability are a matter of debate within the research community. This is
largely because functional allocation in terms of Fitts list treats human and technological actions
as isolated from each-other, where in reality, people and technology must function together in
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order to carry out many central activities. The way that automation and its interfaces are designed
will have a large impact on peoples’ ability to maintain situation awareness and carry out their
tasks successfully.
Table 2: FITTS list for evaluation of automation indicating strength of human’s vs automated systems.
(de Winter & Dodou, 2014)

Humans appear to surpass present-day
machines in respect to the following:

Present-day machines appear to surpass
humans in respect to the following:

1. Ability to detect a small amount of visual
or acoustic energy

1. Ability to respond quickly to control
signals and to apply great force smoothly
and precisely

2. Ability to perceive patterns of light or
sound
3. Ability to improvise and use flexible
procedures
4. Ability to store very large amounts of
information for long periods and to recall
relevant facts at the appropriate time
5. Ability to reason inductively
6. Ability to exercise judgment

2. Ability to perform repetitive, routine
tasks
3. Ability to store information briefly and
then to erase it completely
4. Ability to reason deductively, including
computational ability
5. Ability to handle highly complex
operations, i.e. to do many different things
at once.

Approaches to automation as well as technology might have changed, but the basic need still
persists of evaluating the needs for automation in a more structured approach, coupled to a costbenefit evaluation, so that automation is done based on end-user needs rather than “because we
can”, an attitude often held by technology developers.

Impact of automation on shipping
Automation as such promises speed, accuracy and efficiency. It handles increasingly complex
processes in more and more domains and consists no more only of pre-programmed behaviours
– but could be self-learning based on Artificial Intelligence. Automation is increasing in all parts
of society. Criticism on automation based on the "Replacement Myth" are brought up on a
regular basis saying that automation most often does not replace humans but instead changes the
overall man-machine system, giving people new or changed work tasks. In terms of risk and
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safety automation is often seen as a risk reducing measure, but there are quite a few challenges
related to this approach:
1. Out-of-the-loop, transparency
The operator might find himself/ herself out of the loop with no or limited transparency
of systems letting him/ her know what is happening, as the control system or automation
hides its state and failing functions.
2. Changed conditions for error management
Systems based on many sensors and controls may not be as user-friendly in case of
failures. Causes of incidents are no longer only related to the function of the device but
could be based on a faulty sensor, a bug or failure in the control system as well.
3. Experience, knowledge and skills
It may become challenging for the crews to build up the experience they need if their
roles and work tasks are reduced to supervisory functions. At the same time, systems
are more hidden and the sources of failures become more uncertain. Systems might get
too complex for the crew to handle themselves and expert knowledge of the device
supplier is needed to repair and maintain, making it so that skills in how to handle and
understand the system are no more available onboard.
4. Interplay on board and externally, Responsibility
Due to shifts in functions and responsibilities, the roles and interaction between humans
and HMI is significantly changed. This is not automatically reflected in updated rules
and regulations. In the long run given more advanced automation and less human
presence, the issue of responsibility for safety will need to be reviewed.
5. Confidence in the system
As systems become more automated, the crews might have an overconfidence on the
systems due to slick interfaces or mistrust systems as the cause-effect-response analysis
in case of failures is more difficult to grasp.
At the same time, other technological developments may also affect work on board. For example,
increased sensitivity of main components is introduced to reach better fuel efficiency, more
power and performance, higher reliability and cleaner air and water, require e.g. more attention
to maintenance of new diesel engines than the unregulated workhorses of the past. (Mossey)
Although automation may be associated with risks, there are several examples of technical
developments and automation that have led to increased safety in shipping. Examples that have
been mentioned are the gyro-stabilised radar and the ECDIS, allowing the navigator to more
accurately gain knowledge on the current position and the surroundings.
Due to the increased degree of automation, there is a trend towards standardization and more
complex systems supplied by a single supplier. The envisioned totally autonomous ship of the
future would require a totally standardized high-end product that would require a different
supply and value chain and specialized teams for operation and maintenance. The current crews
interviewed have stated that when they require support from suppliers’ technicians, the crew
often needs to explain to them the technical functions of the systems, to get the technician up
and running. The crew basically knows the details on “their” systems, having acquired this
knowledge over an extended period of time. If this competence is removed, technically more
complex, remotely monitored or controlled systems are required that must have a high degree of
standardization. The contradiction of introducing these more advanced complex systems is that
more and more systems become safety critical and have increased demands on reliability and
availability. These requirements drive up the costs of new systems and challenges the design on
monitoring on system operators.
The interviews in the study showed that automation has brought some advantages to operations
but also new sources of failure and sensitivity to the reliability of the added systems. As more
and more equipment is instrumented and controlled automatically, the crews need a broader
range of skills and competences, for example in electrical engineering and IT. Failure modes of
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the vessels change, and the crew needs more knowledge and more regular updated training. In
order to advance with automation in a safe manner, automation strategies are required
considering the consequences of automation and changed competences needed on a ship and
onshore to ensure safe operations in the shipping industry.

Figure 16: Schematic view of an automation strategy model (Lindgren & Söderberg, 2014)

Important in this process is to involve the end-user more strongly rather than building nice-tohave functions or following the business-case driven automation strategies of suppliers.
Automation promises speed, accuracy and efficiency. It handles increasingly complex processes
in more and more domains. It contains not only pre-programmed behaviors, but self-learning
and AI are advancing. At the same time, automation never simply replaces people, but instead
changes work and its context. Therefore, certain factors must be observed in the automation
process to maintain and increase safety levels. These are:
- Safeguarding measures – do we create new risks?
- "Irony of Automation"
- Out-of-the-Loop, Transparency
- Changed conditions for error management
- Ability to build experience, knowledge and skills
- Interplay and teamwork on board and externally
- Confidence in the system
- Responsibility, roles and functions
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Providing the right pre-conditions to humans – underlying factors
Accident statistics on human error?
An analysis performed on an accident statistic database (IHS Fairplay) shows that the preconditions for crews differ significantly. For a crew to have a functioning collaboration allowing
to safely navigate is not given to all crews. Despite underlying statistics shown below, the main
category for causes in the database that has been analysed relate to the category “human factors”.
But looking into details of causes in the database, quite a share of the incidents can be directly
connected to latent or organizational deficiencies such as heavy workload, inadequate training,
improper ergonomics, the use of violence, assault, etc. and inadequate staffing. Even in other
categories (accidents not directly connected to the category “human factors”) latent failures can
be identified as contributing factors. (Hüffmeier, 2013)
The analysis shows that there are statistically significant correlations between ships being more
likely to be involved in accidents and the factors described below, although the causal influence
or direction cannot be scientifically proven:
-

-

-

-

-

Ships built on certain ship yards: there might be a correlation between low-end and highend cost ships which reflects the willingness of the purchaser to invest in safe and
reliable technologies
the owner structure of the ship reflected by the group owners, shipping managers and
technical managers: this could indicate that certain land organizations have a stronger
drive towards safety and support the ship crews to an extent so that they can focus on
safely navigating and operating the vessels. Expanding on the topic of ownership and
operations of ships, even the country in which these companies are registered can have
an impact on the safety track record. So, there is a significance in terms of cultural
background as ships owned by a group owner, managed by ship managers and technical
managers from certain countries.
Certain ship types had the highest correlation with accident involvement compared to
their fleet size in the dataset. Even certain ship sizes are overrepresented in the accident
statistics. Various causal relations are possible, but the higher public awareness of
accidents makes it more probable that these vessels get a higher attention when accidents
occur.
Ships between a certain age range (10-15 years of age): this could imply that fit-forpurpose designs and operations have reached their end-of-life and larger investments
are needed to overhaul these vessels. Poor maintenance of ships might become visible
after such a period and ship owners might decide to reduce efforts to maintain the vessel
due to its upcoming end-of-life.
Ships with a certain flag, certain classification societies and those insured by certain
insurance companies correlate to ship safety. There is a strong competition between the
insurers and between the classification societies, so some of these might have a business
case in accepting a lower level of safety.
Ships trading in certain areas as well as ships trading in few trading areas: this indicates
that based on AIS historical tracks certain parts of the world are more affected by
shipping accidents and that vessels trading internationally, being exposed to different
port state controls are having a higher safety standard.

Certainly, there are quality deficiencies in the data set as the reporting is incomplete and based
on various sources that have different methods of categorization and data collection. The data
are from the worldwide fleet that is covering all IMO registered vessels.
From this brief review it becomes obvious that human performance is to a large extent affected
by factors far from the influence of the crew on the vessel.
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ISM – an efficient risk reducing measure when correctly applied
The Port State Controls in different regions are handled differently or the fleets are significantly
different from region to region. (Hüffmeier, 2013) An analysis of correlations between outcomes
of port state controls and accident statistics indicated correlations to latent factors on shipping
safety.
As already highlighted by the Paris MoU annual reports, there is a huge difference in
performances and outcome of port state controls, strongly dependent on ship types, flag states,
and classification societies. There is a huge difference in safety performance on the
organizational level, the shipping manager, the technical manager, the insurance company, the
building yard and several other factors.
The ISM code seems not to be implemented as thought on all the vessels in service. The PSC
detects quite a few vessels with deficiencies related to the ISM, but following the data, the
detentions should be handled stricter and the interpretation of the system does not seem to be
consistent in the different MoU areas. Some ship owners and shipping managers do possibly not
see the advantages of a functioning safety management system and are not willing to pay for
safety. Ships having the potential of being involved in accidents are targeted quite efficiently,
but there is a potential to even detect more and possibly detain certain vessels.
Some of the deficiency categories are strongly correlated to the probability of being involved in
accidents. These include the ISM code, Cleanliness, Cleanliness of the engine room, fire safety
related issues and the amount of deficiencies or the fact that the ship has been detained. Some
of the categories that are strongly correlated can be traced back to possible latent failures within
the shipping company.
As there are statistically significant differences in the performance of single ship owners and
managers, the impact of the organization on the safety performance of ships can be concluded.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The ferries in the Åland traffic have significantly lower accident rates than ferry traffic in general
and other shipping in the region. Success factors for shipping in the seas around Åland are based
on shipping companies working on a day-to-day basis on safety involving the whole
organisation. People in the organisation have an open-minded relation to making mistakes and
working as a team to solve arising issues. The organisations try constantly to adjust to technical
and legal changes and train for emergency situations. Proper planning on various levels, regular
training and competence development, organisational changes and adjustments, human
interaction, behaviour and performance as well as technical development have made transport
in the area safer and more reliable.
There is a clear statistical significant correlation between a large range of factors and shipping
safety that do not belong to the typical category of “human factor”, but that are still categorised
as human error in the accident databases. Correlations to the ship yard building the ships,
insurance companies and classification societies as well as the ownership and management of
the ships and crews show statistical significance and several other factors. Port state controls
reveal deficiencies on ISM compliance and overall care-taking of the vessel. These factors have
statistical impacts on ship safety, but follow-up and consistency in all regions does not seem to
increase safety to the extent wanted.
A safe shipping system builds on cooperation and communication between humans. Allowing
direct communication on various levels between land organisations and crews allows for solving
day-to-day issues including safety-critical issues. These relations enables organisations to learn
and to change their behaviours and based on experience. In this context it is vital to implement
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a structure for how to automate functions in ways that make the overall system more efficient
and safe. Still it is important to keep in mind that the automation brings many new challenges to
the shipping industry, as “Designer errors can be a major source of operating problems.” And
“the designer, who tries to eliminate the operator, still leaves the operator to do the tasks which
the designer cannot think how to automate.” (Bainbridge, 1983). Being able to cover all
functions that an operator perform on a vessel are another difficult task for automation as well
as how to safeguard the transfer of experience and hands-on knowledge.
Training for critical situations is an important corner stone of successful crew management. The
role of the crew members has changed during the last decades. From the rather hierarchical
structures on ships with fear for punishment, crews and ship management have achieved a higher
level of collaboration where decisions can be questioned despite the assigned levels in a
hierarchy. In safety-critical situations, the hierarchy is not questioned according to the HAZID
and interview study. The mind-set required is still based often on the behaviour of the masters
allowing/ not allowing for the organisation to create, capture, transfer, and mobilize knowledge
to enable it to adapt to a changing environment.
There are quite a few underlying correlations between different factors indicating how probable
a ship will be involved in an accident or incident. However, it is rather difficult to say whether
increased automation will have a direct impact on these correlations. If a ship-owner wants to
buy and run a vessel based on a certain business case, this vessel will give the crew certain
chances to succeed with safe navigation and operation of a vessel. The further education and
training for the crew, the bridge management system and the openness to work pro-actively on
safety will affect the chances for success further.
The interviews in the study revealed that automation has brought advantages but also new
sources of failure and sensitivity to systems. The crew needs a broader range of skills and
competences such as electrical engineering and IT., demanding more regularly updated training.
As automation spreads to more and more parts of the shipping sector, a clearer strategy should
be established incorporating competence needs of the personnel involved.
”. In the automation process it is important to consider certain factors to maintain and increase
safety levels in shipping:
-

Safeguarding measures – do we create new risks?
"Irony of Automation"
Out-of-the-Run, Transparency
Changed conditions for error management
Experience, knowledge and skills
Interplay and teamwork on board and externally
Confidence in the system
Responsibility, roles and functions
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Nomenclature
BRM

Bridge Resource Management

DP

Designated Person

ERM

Emergency Response Management

HMI

Human Machine Interface

ISM code

International Safety Management Code

PSC

Port State Controls
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